Abstract-The cascaded time-space adaptive method usually use an inverse Reverberation Covariance Matrix calculation to obtain adaptive weights. Reverberation covariance matrix is singular matrix owing to limited IID sample number obtained by active sonar in non-stationary environment. Based on which, a robust cascaded time-space adaptive method is presented in this paper. The new method uses diagonal loading and conjugate after reversal arranging data to overcome the problem of limited sample number. In the scenario of limited sample number, the new approach can cancel the reverberation effectively. The sea trial results to verify its effectiveness are presented.
I. INTRODUCTION
The research shows that Space Time Adaptive Processing (STAP) can eliminate the reverberation of active sonar effectively than conventional techniques [1] , [2] . People are utilized to profit from the contribution of Brennan, Klemm, Baozheng [3] - [6] and so on. They present a great deal of lower rank space time approaches up to now. According to the working mode and complexity of the active sonar, the cascaded Time-Space Adaptive (TSA) method is more suitable for the reverberation suppression. TSA method filters the acoustical signal from each sensor of sonar array by using a group of Doppler filters. After that, the reverberation is suppressed by using the technology of adaptive beamforming. TSA usually use an inverse Reverberation Covariance Matrix (RCM) calculation to obtain adaptive weights. Accurate estimation of the RCM is the key step of TSA realization. In practice, the maximum likelihood estimate of RCM is calculated from the auxiliary samples, which is assumed Independent and Identical Distributed (IID) [7] - [10] . And the required size of the auxiliary samples is greater than 2 or 3 times of Degrees Of system Freedom (DOF) to guarantee an output Signal-Reverberation-Noise Ratio (SRNR) that is within 3 dB that obtained with the true statistics. In practical shallow water environment, The IID reverberation sample support requirements can no usually be satisfied. The performance of TSA is therefore degraded. How to reduce this requirement is an important problem. And RCM is singular matrix owing to limited sample obtained by active sonar in non-stationary environment. The authors are with the Naval University of Engineering, Wuhan, China (corresponding author: Zhan Haoke; e-mail: hawkzhan@aliyun.com).
In order to overcome the above-mentioned difficulties, this paper use diagonal loading and conjugate after reversal arranging data to overcome the problem of limited sample number. This method avoids singular matrix which aroused by small eigenvalue with diagonal loading. In the scenario of limited sample number, the RCM can be estimated effectively, which can make the notch positions more accurate and the notch more deep, so as to cancel the reverberation more effectively. The simulation and sea trial results to verify its effectiveness are presented. Accordingly, this method possesses research future in active sonar practicality.
II. IMPROVED TSA METHOD
TSA method filters the acoustical signal from each sensor of sonar array by using a group of Doppler filters. After that, the acoustical signal turns into a group of narrowband signals in frequency domain, then these narrowband signals is processed by the technology of adaptive beamforming.
Let us define
T is the No. n sensor signal sampling vector. And then, The space-time 2-dimension data vector X(NK×1) can express as
Where N is the number of array sensor. Let us define W t (f k ) (K×1) is the weight vector of the No. k Doppler frequency filter. Then we can obtain the output of the No. k Doppler frequency filter with each sensor , namely
where, W s (N×1) is the adaptive space steering weight vector.
where, H express conjugate transposed. So, the adaptive space weight vector of the No. k Frequency channel in detecting direction  which is obtained as
where, 
where, JJ=I. We can gain
where, i (9) where, DL  is the level of diagonal loading, there is 
where, RNR is the reverberation-noise-ratio, 2 w  is the white noise power.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Parameters connected in sea experiment is given: the line array has 40 sensors that is placed with half wave length uniform; the distance of array and seabed is 150 meters; the velocity of platform is 13 knot, the angle of array axis direction relative to direction of V is SRNR loss and the number of training samples. From the Fig. 1 , we can draw a conclusion that the required size of the training samples for the estimate of RCM which is about greater than 140 to guarantee an output SRNR that is within 3 dB that obtained with the true statistics. After DL and conjugate after reversal arranging data processing, the required size of the training samples is about 70 to guarantee that. Namely, the degree of dependence on the training samples is reduced. But when the number of training samples is continue reducing, the output SRNR loss is increase, because that the information of reverberation is continue reducing with the decrease of training samples. Fig. 2 shows IF varied with the new TSA and TSA. From the picture, we can draw a conclusion that the performance after new TSA processing is the better than that after TSA processing. 3 shows that output after processing of TSA method and Fig. 4 shows that output after processing of new TSA in the same training samples number (80) environment. We can draw a conclusion that the old method has bad performance compared with the new method, and we can see the target clearly after new method processing, the effects of reverberation can be eliminated by and large.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In order to overcome the difficulty of which RCM is singular matrix owing to limited IID sample in non-stationary environment, this paper presents a TSA method with DL and conjugate after reversal arranging data processing. The new method avoids singular matrix which aroused by small Fig. 1 shows the relationship of output eigenvalue. From sea trail results, we can draw a conclusion that the degree of dependence on the training samples is reduced. But when the number of training samples is continue reducing, the output SRNR loss is increase, because that the information of reverberation is continue reducing with the decrease of training samples. Compared with old method, the new method enhances the performance of active sonar detecting weak targets greatly and that of robust. The sea trail results to verify its effectiveness. Accordingly, this method possesses research future in active sonar practicality.
